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Special Exhibition 
OBJECT LESSONS:  
THE STORY OF MATERIAL EDUCATION IN 8 CHAPTERS 
 
Duration: September 16, 2016 – January 16, 2017 
Opening: Thursday, September 15, 7 p.m. 
 
If you know how to fabricate a candle from fat or a pen from fishbone, you can 
survive in prison. If you know how blood reacts to lemon juice, you can remove 
stubborn stains. If you recycle, you can make something new out of the old. If you 
know why polylactide is more sustainable than polyethylene, you can change the 
world. 
 
Knowing about the origins and processing of materials is more valued today than 
ever before, yet in light of the acceleration of industrialization, globalization, and 
digitalization this knowledge nonetheless appears to be increasingly specialized and 
even more difficult to grasp. If we want to know something about material, we read 
the backs of packages and testing reports or install Apps that decode different 
ingredients. In general, such insight only applies to specific products and is largely 
incidental. How do we wrest material knowledge from the domain of experts and 
return it to the sphere of general knowledge? How is the dissemination of 
knowledge designed and where does it take place?  
 
Upon closer examination, one sees that there has been an explicit study of, with, 
and through materials since the 18th century. A “material education” has therefore 
manifested itself not only in pedagogy, science, craft, trade, and housekeeping, but 
also in popular culture. Its fascinating history will be illustrated for the first time in 
the Museum der Dinge through a selection of unusual objects and materials.  
 
From tree books, slag gravel and shell silk to hares’ scuts, cork stoppers and cloud 
leather, the exhibition ranges from historical DIY books to a digital material archive to 
show that material literacy has always been relevant, why it was forgotten, and what 
it might look like in the future.  
 
Lessons 
 
The focal point of the presentation is a book and a small box that contains over a 
hundred materials, including plaster, gold leaf, sugar and rice. The publication 
Lessons on Objects (1830) and the accompanying Object Lesson Box are the tactile 
legacy of Charles and Elizabeth Mayo, who converted Swiss reformer Johann 
Pestalozzi’s illustrative education into their own structured teaching concept, which 
they applied in their school in South London. The book contains examples of 
dialogue, in which children are encouraged to explore the different materials in the 
box through looking, touching, smelling, and tasting them. According to this method, 
knowledge is not only gained about the characteristics of things, but also about 
language, local customs, and science. 
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The exhibition takes the dialogical principle of the object lesson as the basis to 
illustrate the mediation of material knowledge in eight chapters, each of which 
draws attention to the diversity of material education and tells their forgotten stories 
through distinct, memorable displays.    
 
The exhibition’s first Object Lesson is devoted to its own history. It explains how the 
idea of an integrated transfer of knowledge and an education of the HEAD, HEART 
& HAND (Pestalozzi) emerged in Switzerland, Germany, and England through direct 
interaction with the environment, as opposed to text- and image-oriented 
educational books (for example, Johannes Comenius, Orbis Pictus (The Visible World 
in Pictures), 1658; Stoysche Bilder-Akademie, 1784). 
 
With delicate samples of animal hair and heavy rocks, the Object Lesson 
SAMPLES, SETS, REFERENCES offers insights into material’s role in science 
education: what appears to be the same is differentiated ad infinitum or even 
destroyed in order to become intimately equated with it. A drug box that was used in 
pharmacology teachings serves as a link to the third Object Lesson CHALK, COAL, 
PAPAER, which shows a collection of teaching kits that relocate tactile educational 
materials behind glass.  
 
The fourth Object Lesson, MODELS, MERCHANTS, MAKERS, focuses on 
manufacturers and craftsmen. Chicken feathers, clay samples, mosaic pastes and 
snake skin tell the story of why the emperor of Austria decreed that an inventory 
must be taken of all “domestic factories and products” at the beginning of the 19th 
century. A comparison of historic and contemporary material sample collections 
reveals the particular aesthetic of industrial presentation formats. A selection from 
the Chemisch-Technische Bibliothek (CheTeBi) will also be shown: an early how-to 
series of over 400 volumes.  
 
Conversations about the characteristics of material comprise the theme of Object 
Lesson five, MY DEAR WATSON, which focuses on adventure, crime, and 
science fiction novels. Here, material becomes a stylistic device within the dialogue 
– comparable to the Mayos’ Object Lessons – that helps to tell suspenseful, 
mysterious stories. For example, Sherlock Holmes explains to his sidekick Dr. 
Watson that he can solve murders using material analysis (Arthur Conan Doyle) 
while Captain Nemo demonstrates the new applications of sea materials to the 
wide-eyed Professor Aronnax (Jules Verne). As shown here, both new and old 
materials contain a potentially limitless treasure of knowledge and whoever knows 
something about it can save and avenge themselves, survive, or convict.   
 
The sixth Object Lesson SAND, SOAP, SODA, depicts the household as a space 
steeped in the practice of transmitting material knowledge: at first orally, via 
handwritten notes, or in the form of guidebooks for housewives and now through 
the unprecedented, contemporary boom of Internet forums.  
 
The seventh Object Lesson, GOOD AND BEAUTIFUL, problematizes material 
education as a method of “taste education” and focuses on the so-called 
‘Werkbundkisten’ from the 1950s and 60s, which were a special form of material 
education for students conceived by the Deutscher Werkbund. Since its foundation 
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in 1907, the Werkbund has served as a mediator of product qualities like function, 
form, and material – as well as the principle of “truth in materials.” In order to show 
the timeliness of the seemingly hopelessly outdated concept of “taste education” 
through the beautiful and “correct” application of materials, a ‘Werkbundkiste’ will 
be equipped with new materials on the occasion of the exhibition, in order to 
critically scrutinize how sustainable or recycled materials are automatically morally 
charged as “good.” 
 
In the last Object Lesson, ARCHIVE, LIBRARY, NETWORK, a guest appearance 
by the Swiss MATERIAL ARCHIV enables a sensual, hands-on interaction with 
material. The MATERIAL ARCHIV elegantly connects digital information networking 
with tangible samples and serves as a contemporary counterpart of the Mayos’ 
historic cabinet. But while the format of the Object Lesson Box was limited in its 
claim to bear the entire world of materials, the digital archive has the potential to 
boundlessly accommodate all materials and therefore shows a potential format for 
the future of material education.  
 
Museum of Materials  
 
The exhibition Object Lessons deals with the question of what lies before finished 
products and things, thereby also calls into question the relationship and boundaries 
between these two categories. In different ways, each lesson unravels the space 
between material and thing — or the “raw and cooked” as the anthropologist 
Claude-Lévi Strauss characterizes the condition of things. (The Raw and the Cooked, 
Mythologiques 1, 1964). The exhibition also challenges museal thinking, which 
traditionally focuses on the finished object and seldom includes “raw” materials in 
its work. The dynamic of the exhibition therefore also positions the Werkbundarchiv 
– Museum der Dinge literally as a museum of a material culture.  
 
The exhibition is curated by Ann-Sophie Lehmann (University of Groningen) and Imke 
Volkers (Werkbundarchiv – Museum der Dinge) and is supported by numerous loans 
(among others, from the German Museum of Technology, Berlin; Technical 
Museum, Vienna; Geolgical Collection of the Humboldt University, Berlin; Mineral 
Collection of the Technical University, Berlin; and the Documentation Center for 
Material History/DOMA). 
 
A supporting program and a closing conference in January 2017 are planned 
for the exhibition. Object Lessons will be on display in the Gewerbemuseum 
Winterthur (Museum of Applied Arts and Design) April through October 2017. 
 
Supported by Hauptstadtkulturfonds, Berlin. In Cooperation with MATERIAL ARCHIV 
and the University of Groningen. Our corporate partners are Manufactum and 
Modulor. 
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Further press information and images available at:  
www.museumderdinge.org/information/press 
 
For further inquiries, please contact:  
 
Imke Volkers 
Telephone: + 49 (0) 30 / 92 10 63 – 22 
volkers|at|museumderdinge.de 
 
Isa Hönle 
Telephone: +49 (0)30 / 92 10 63 -55 
hoenle|at|museumderdinge.de 
 
Werkbundarchiv – Museum der Dinge 
Opening Hours: Thursday through Monday, 12 – 7 p.m. 
Oranienstraße 25 
10999 Berlin 
Telephone: +49 (0)30 / 92 10 63-11 
Fax: +49 (0)30 / 92 10 63-12 
info@museumderdinge.de 
www.museumderdinge.de 


